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Beautiful, sustainable and locally sourced floral designs for your

wedding day!
Congratulations on your engagement! Weddings are such exciting, beautiful, emotional occasions, and flowers can play an integral part in bringing the day together, with their different
scents, colours and meanings. It is always a privilege to be able to play a part in making the day
special, and your wedding will be the only one I will be working on that weekend so I can be totally dedicated to it. I love the challenge of fulfilling a bespoke order or an unusual request, but I
can also offer some fuss-free packages if you are finding wedding planning a bit stressful. Whatever you choose, I will always try to make your wedding flowers as sustainable and environmentally friendly as possible, for example by sourcing locally grown flowers and biodegradable pack-

aging. I have described some “packages “ below, which are to make my pricing as simple and
transparent as possible, but these are totally flexible and can be adapted to suit your needs and
budget.

Seasonal Package—No Consultation—from £155
If you are fairly relaxed about the specific flowers you will have for your wedding, or you want
to minimise your planning, this is the option for you! By selecting the flowers that are in season
on the day, I can choose the best value blooms in your colour scheme. This option includes the
planning, ordering and conditioning of flowers, and production of a Bride’s Bouquet, a Brides-

maid’s Posy, the Groom’s boutonniere a best man’s buttonhole and two more buttonholes. The
bouquets will be packaged with a water source and everything will be presented in a transport
box. Extra items can be added on or substituted—please see the separate price list.
Collection only (From EX16)
Summer (mostly British blooms)— £155

Winter (mostly imported blooms) - £165

Add another £15 for delivery to a venue within 30 miles of EX16, 30p per mile thereafter.

Bespoke Package—Full Consultation—From £230
If you have more specific ideas about the flowers you want to use, this package includes a full
consultation, planning, ordering and conditioning of flowers, production of a Bride’s Bouquet, a
Bridesmaid’s Posy, the Groom’s boutonniere, the Best Man’s buttonhole and two more buttonholes, with delivery to up to two locations (within approximately 30 miles of EX16—additional
mileage at 30p per mile). The bouquets will be packaged with a water source and everything will
be presented in a transport box. Extra items can be added on or substituted—please see the separate price list. The price may vary depending on the flowers used and the season.

Bespoke Package—Shower bouquet—Full Consultation—From £275
This package is the same as the one above but includes a wired shower Bridal Bouquet rather
than a hand-tied one.

Additional Items

Corsage, wrist corsage or hairpiece—from
£12.50

Bridesmaid’s Posy—from £35

Flower crown—from £35

Single Flower Bridesmaid’s Posy—from £10

Flower girl’s wand or posy—from £20

Buttonhole—from £6.50

Thank you bouquet or basket - from -£35

Confetti
I can source natural petal confetti for you, to match your colour scheme and even the flowers
you are using! It can be presented in a traditional basket, hand made by a local basket maker,
either loose or in biodegradable packaging. From £45 for enough confetti for 50 guests.

Venue Flowers and Hire Items
I can decorate your ceremony and reception venues and I am always trying to develop more environmentally friendly ways of producing floral designs! If you are working to a budget I can
suggest how to use your flowers in the most effective way. Got an unusual idea or a container
you want to fill with flowers? Just ask for a bespoke quote!
Long and low arrangement (for registrar’s

Kilner jar or hurricane vase table centre—from

table/altar/top table) - from £75

£16

Pedestal Arrangement—from £85

Apothecary bottle table centre—from £9

Arrangement in a wooden crate—from £65

Jam jar or votive table centre—from £8

Pew ends—from £10 per pair

Bottle or small jam jar table centre —from £3.50

Rose bowl table centre—from £28

* Prices include delivery and set up. Hire of
containers at additional cost.

Venue Flower Package—£185
A long and low arrangement and eight Kilner Jar arrangements (including hire of Kilner Jars) in
seasonal flowers to match your bouquet, plus free hire of the confetti basket.
Includes delivery/set up (when ordered alongside a wedding flower package).

Hire Items
I am in the process of building up a collection of containers and decorative items to display
your flowers and enhance your venue. If there is something you would like to use and it isn’t
on the list then just ask—I may be able to source it for you!
Pedestal stand—£3 each

Small gold votives (various designs) - 50p each

Large wooden crate—£2 each

Gold sequin table runners—£2 each

Kilner jars—£1 each

Large gold lanterns (with LED candle) £8

Large apothecary bottles—£1 each

Medium gold lanterns (with LED candle) £5

Small bottles and jam jars—50p each

Small gold lanterns (with LED tealight) £2

Hanging jam jars (e.g. for pew ends) - 80p each Fairy lights—£2 per string
Gold/champagne footed bowl—£3 each

Confetti basket—£5

Vintage Rose bowl—£3 each

Vintage wooden step ladder—£10

Large gold hurricane lamps—£3 each

* Hire prices include delivery and collection

Medium gold hurricane lamps—£1.50 each

when ordered with flowers. A returnable de-

Small gold hurricane lamps/votives—£1 each

posit of £25 will be charged.

Wedding Flower Workshops
Do you fancy doing your wedding flowers DIY but feel a bit daunted? Are you looking for a hen
–do idea? Why not make your wedding flowers and decorate your venue with the help of a
qualified florist and teacher? I can come to your house or another location with all the flowers
and materials you require and guide you through the steps in creating your own wedding flowers. These workshops can be combined with me making some of the arrangements for you, and
can be adapted to suit your requirements.
Half Day (a morning, afternoon or evening—2 to 3 hours) £80 plus materials
Learn how to make a gorgeous vintage rose bowl centrepiece for your venue tables. These rosebowls do not require the use of floral foam so they are environmentally friendly! The technique

can be adapted to suit other containers if you wanted a more contemporary or rustic look. Materials cost of around £18 per rose bowl including hire.
Or:
Learn how to make a handtied bridesmaid’s posy and decorate it with a ribbon handle to suit the
style of the day. Includes a transport vase made of biodegradable materials. Or make an arrangement or gift bouquet for a special guest! Materials cost of around £20 per posy/bouquet.
Plus: Learn how to make a buttonhole, corsage or hairpiece (if time allows).
Full Day - Do all these activities - £120 plus materials!

